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Recruitment Requisitions in
Your Hands

From Request to Appointment this short guide explains how a
manager can follow the progress
of their requisition during the
recruitment journey.
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Introduction
As a Manager when you need to recruit a new member of staff, it can be frustrating if you
don’t know what stage your activity is at. With a combination of changes to the HRPTS
Manager Self Service Function and the development of a ‘Managers Dashboard’ to show
information directly from the E-recruitment system, your visibility of your recruitment request
(requisition) has been greatly enhanced. This short guide aims to walk you through the
process – keep it handy as you undertake recruitment so you can follow the progress of your
requisition from your desk.

A summary of what is available
The requisition journey has been set out on page 4 but here’s the overview of how you can
view this journey:
Stage of
Journey
Approval

Where to Look &
Who Can see
MSS – Recruitment
Requisition Approval
Tracker
This is viewable by
the manager who
raises the requisition
and any colleagues
who they have
nominated as
‘substitutes’

Quality
Assurance

What you See / What is happening
For each Requisition Request, full details of the
dates/times of each approval step.
By default, the system only displays requisition
requests which have not been fully approved, however
you can easily search for previously approved
requisition requests should you wish to do so.
At the point of Finance approval, your requisition
request changes to an actual Recruitment Requisition
and is allocated a requisition number (begins with 5).
From this point onwards, this is the most important
number for you to know.

MSS – Recruitment
Requisition
Dashboard and
Tracker

Stage – Pending Processing. If you are seeing
‘Pending Processing’ BEFORE you receive an email
from the Recruitment Shared Service Centre, your
requisition will be with your local HR team.

This is viewable by
the manager who
raises the requisition
and any colleagues
who they have
nominated as
‘substitutes’

Your local HR Team will be:
 quality assuring the Job Description / Personnel
Specification,
 updating the requisition if required,
 completing any necessary redeployment
checks and then
 transfer the requisition to the Recruitment
Shared Service Centre (with the exception of
Medical & Dental posts which will be retained in the local
HR Team for processing).

Remember, the 8-digit requisition number (beginning
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Stage of
Journey

Where to Look &
Who Can see

What you See / What is happening
with a ‘5’) is the only requisition number the
Recruitment Shared Service Centre can use.
Managers can view this on the Recruitment Requisition
Dashboard and Tracker on MSS, which displays the
Request Number alongside the associated Requisition
Number.

Processing
Activities

Managers
Dashboard
This can be seen by
the Manager who
raises the requisition
AND their manager
providing you know
the requisition
Number and / or the
Managers
Username

Status – whether your requisition is active or on hold.
 If it’s on hold you will see the reason for this.
 If it is active you will see the stage of processing
Stage in the Recruitment Process:
 Advert – this means the requisition is advertised.
You can see the closing date of the advertisement
through MSS.


Shortlisting – this means the requisition is with the
selection panel to shortlist.



Interview – this means the requisition is with
selection panel to interview



Conditional Offer – this means the conditional offer
to the appointee has been issued and preemployment checks are about to commence.



Pre-employment Checks – you will be able to see
which checks are complete, the date they were
completed and which are outstanding.

When a start date has been confirmed the requisition will
be closed and removed from the managers dashboard

A word of Caution
The Managers Dashboard is a view of the E-recruitment System for a Manager. It is driven
by a report which runs in the background of the system. Currently this only takes place on
a weekly basis. For this reason the information will not be real time. The report updates
each Friday at close of business and will reflect the position at the close of business on the
previous Wednesday. A change request (CR) is currently in progress to move this to daily
reporting however a timescale for the implementation of this is not yet available.
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The Requisition Journey
Requisition Journey
APPROVAL
Hiring Manager / Organisational Level Activity

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Local HR

Requisition Request received by HR
once approval process completes.
HR will need to:

Raise Requisition
Request for
Approval

QA the JD / PS / Banding
Ensure no redeployment options
need explored
Attach the support Group for RSSC
to view the requisition and Release
to RSSC for Action

Requisition Request
goes to Hiring
Managers, Manager
Approved

New requisitions
are downloaded
from the system
twice daily
Parent Req Already
in Progress
Post Assessed for
appropriate action
Place on Hold and Link to
Parent requisition for
tracking of activity and move
to offer management at
appropriate time

The Requisition Request is moved
to a true Requisition creating a new
number (begins with 5) – this is the
only number RSSC can relate to

Requisition Request
goes to relevant
Director

Not Approved
/ Discussions
with Hiring
Manager

PROCESSING ACTIVITIES
RSSC

Advertisement
published within 3
working days unless
there is external
media to consider

Requisition Request
goes to Finance

The Timeline for this stage is variable depending on the internal
scrutiny arrangements / funding for the post.

Time Taken at this junction is dependant on the
level of clarification required.

Advertisement will
be live for 2 weeks.
Full requisition
Journey is
appended. The
Panel are
responsible for
processing the
activity in a timely
manner through to
offer.

Phase

KPI for Bespoke Activity
is 70 days counted from
date of requisition being
received into RSSC until
Final offer.
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Waiting List
Available – move to
Offer Management
Process

If a post has to be readvertised or re-offered
this will increase the
time to fill.

Current KPI for
waiting list offers is
30 working days
from date of
requisition being
received into RSSC
until Final offer.
If a post has to be
re-offered this will
increase the time to
fill.

***TRACKING AND REPORTING ON REQUISITION REQUESTS****

Requisition Request Number and ‘Completed
On’ dates/times are now clearly displayed on the
MSS ‘Recruitment Requisition Approval Tracker’
Only active (unapproved) requests are displayed
by default – however you can see previously
approved or withdrawn requests if required.

Easier to track the detail of your requisition requests who has approved and who has not yet approved, with
details of ‘Started On’ and ‘Completed On’ dates/times
clearly displayed

Managers can create and export a report of all
unapproved requisition requests for their area

A MORE DETAILED STEP-BY-STEP USER GUIDE ON TRACKING OF REQUISITIONS IS NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR LOCAL HR TEAM

The Managers Dashboard

PLEASE REMEMBER
You will only see your requisition here once it has been
Approved within your organisation; Quality Assured by your
local HR team and Released to the Recruitment Shared Service
Centre.
If your requisition is not visible in the Managers Dashboard it
has not reached the Recruitment Shared Service Centre. You
should look at your Manager Self Service on HRPTS to locate
the stage of the journey it is at.
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To open the Managers Dashboard click this link
A copy of this link will be available on the email you receive from the Recruitment Shared Service Centre (RSSC)
advising you whether your post has been matched to a waiting list or has gone to advertisement.

The link will take you to the following view – simply select the organisation you work for:

This will take you to the following view:

Open the excel Document ‘Dashboard_2010’ by double clicking. You may get the
following message:

Click ‘OK’

The following message may appear. If it does select update
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You are now in the Manager Dashboard and will see the following:

PLEASE NOTE this is a read only site so you will be unable to edit the workbook and therefore will see this message when you open
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Reading the Managers Dashboard
The managers Dashboard is made of 4 parts:

1. Hiring Manager Table (Top Left)
A list of all Manager User ID’s who have a vacancy approved and with the RSSC will appear
in the top left table.

You can use the scroll bar to find your user ID,
and simply click on it or you can use the search
function below.

1.Click on the drop down

2.The drop down filter will show all names
selected.
3.Type in your user ID and press return
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When you select your user ID all requisitions
that are with RSSC will be displayed in the REQ
ID table

A manager who wishes to view the requisitions of multiple
managers under their charge can choose to select more
than one manager user ID



To clear your selection to start again select the Clear Filter button
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2. REQ ID (Bottom Left)
Once you have selected your user ID you will then see a list of all your current Requisitions with RSSC
for processing. These will be shown in full bright purple. NOTE Numbers will be in numerical order.
Please ignore any numbers in a faded colour.
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3. Graph (Top Right)
This graph displays the number of requisitions at each stage of the recruitment process. Once you select your individual user ID this will display a summary
of all your requisitions. This graph will automatically update when making specific selections in the Hiring Manager & REQ ID tables.
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4. Information Table (Bottom Right)
This table will display a single requisition and the current stage of processing (please remember for now this is currently only updated at close of business on a
Friday and will only reflect the position to close of business the previous Wednesday):
Status : This will state if the requisition is ‘Active’ which confirms it is in
progress OR ‘On Hold’ – in this instance the reason for being on hold will also
appear immediately below

Current stage will be – Advert; Shortlisting; Interview;
Conditional Offer or Pre-employment checks

The required checks will display – if a date is showing this is the date the check was completed. If there is no date showing the check is outstanding.
If all checks are showing complete but the Final offer is Outstanding then the Pre-employment checks have been referred to the contact manager / local
HR for consideration
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Status : ‘On Hold’ – the On Hold reason will also be displayed

Here is what the various On Hold Reasons mean:
On Hold Reason
Held due to incorrect/
insufficient data
Held due to query with
Banding/ criteria

Pending Creation/
replenishment of waiting
list

What this means / when this is used
This typically happens following initial assessment of the requisition when
it arrives to RSSC. A query will have been raised with the Manager /
Organisation to supply the required information.

No interest/ match from
current W/L

These generally relate to there being a supply issue. The action being taken
in the background will vary depending on the type of role and the
circumstances / activities already undertaken. Typically these are linked to
an advertisement which is going through the selection process – this may
include rolling advertisements, or recruitment events being planned.

Unable to fill from
recruitment process

Requisition has not been filled from a General (bespoke) recruitment
exercise and RSSC is pending instruction from the manager

Held by Local Manager
Held by Directorate/
Manager
Held due to vacancy
controls
Held for redeployment

RSSC have been told to place the requisition on hold and are pending
instruction from the hiring manager.

Candidate on Maternity
Leave
Candidate pending
Qualification/ Prof
Registration

Appointee is unable to take up post due to maternity requirements/
pending qualification/ registration

Not Assigned

No category selected – Reasons for this could include: Waiting list only
requisition; reason to be confirmed
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